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(The following two essays appeared in the Romanian weekly 
"22" in April 1994.  

STRAINUL MUSTE PE ROMANUL "FOREIGNER BITES ROMANIAN" 

1. "Sintem prieteni"

In journalism it is said that when a dog bites a man it's not 
news. When a man bites a dog, however, that is news. "Timp de 
2050 ani", Romanians have been biting foreigners. As long as I 
myself have been coming to Romania, since 1974, I have rarely 

escaped being that special thing known as "strainul", 
"americanule", "voi, occidentali". Whether I was doing 
anthropological research in a village in Transylvania, or 
talking with students at Stefan Gheorghiu; whether I was a 
tourist trying to get a waiter to serve me in a restaurant, or 
a consultant for PHARE in a ministry, or just listening to some 
engineer-cum-taxi driver complain about how Romania has gone to 
hell, no matter where I was or who I met, I was always this 
object. People could use me to simply take my money, to bring 
them things, to pour out their frustrations to me, or to make 
political scenarios. 

Being an object is sometimes fun. People talk to you as if you 
are not there. A group of Romanians on a train would talk about 
me, about straini, and would discuss among themselves as if I 
was not there in real flesh and blood. Every foreigner I know 
has experienced the way Romanians insist that "you will never 
know us". This is because we foreigners are naive, or because 
Romanians assume that other Romanians will lie to us. And 
every foreigner I know has heard Romanians insist that "we know 
all about you". "Am fost 10 zile in Germania. Stiu cum stau 
lucrurile in vest. Iti spun jo .. " 

So being an object can be amusing. After a while, however, it 
gets irritating. Foreigners want to be subjects, too. They want 
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Stalin, Ceausescu and Vadim Tudor all operated with theories of 
conspiracy. Any criticism or difficulty was part of some master 

plan to destroy the Soviet Union or undermine Romania's 

sovereignty. Anti-sovietism then, "anti-romanianism" now. I 

myself have been accused of being "anti-romanesc" ( "E clar") . 

But conspirational thinking is also true of the Opposition: 

ceaucisti, securi tate, the almost mystical "Puterea" 

(untranslatable into English!), rusi, "ei". The opposition also 

has its grand master conspiracies. The only difference is who 

is directing the conspiracy, who are the "ei". 

It is as if in Romania there could never be simply an 

"accident", a "coincidence", a "happenstance". In a society so 

full of chaos, so in need of a "chaos theory", we have only 

theories of conspiracy. 

Theories of conspiracy, accusations of "diversiunea" are one 

of the legacies of dedublarea. It is dedublarea which lies 

behind all the theories of the Romanian events of 1989. Once, 

just once, I would like to read an account of December 1989 

which is based on "chaos" rather than conspiracy, an account 

which would include things like chance, happenstance, mistakes, 

ignorance, and unclear interest groups. Chance and complexity 

instead of the Grand Master Plan scenarios so popular with 

Puterea si Oppositizie, and the man in the street. Perhaps this 

is why the history of the 1989 events has not been written; no 

one can face up to the fact that there is no Master Conspiracy 

or Grand Plot, no Evil Regissor behind the 

scenes "manipulating" and "diverting". Instead the real history 

of december 1989 might show us real people acting from 

uncertain information in their own interests. There are actors, 

but no regissor. How ironic, then, that actors and regissors 

play such an important role in depicting and interpreting these 

events. In what other country would a regissor--someone who is 

supposed to manipulate actors--take on the job of becoming a 

historian, and be taken seriously. Now that "Oglinda I" is 

finished, let us see what happens with the story of December 

1989, "Oglinda II". 

As for myself, I am sure I will be accused of being ... just 

another diversiunea. Este clar. 




